Early childhood music learning prepares children to excel in every subject. Making music that includes tapping, clapping, bouncing and dancing can help children develop fine and large motor control. These back-and-forth motions help to build brain and body coordination making important connections across the many regions of the brain.

Our music classes will help children learn performance etiquette and how to play well with other children while teaching pitch, melody, harmony and performance techniques.

**ChoirCats** ages 3-5 years
Singing in a choir provides many cognitive, academic and social benefits. 76719 Jan. 17-Feb. 7, Weds. 9-9:30 a.m.

**BoomBoom Bears** ages 3-5 years
Boom whackers are pitched plastic tubes that create sounds and harmonies when striking surfaces. This is a fun and casual introduction to reading music. 76720 Jan. 17-Feb. 7, Weds. 9:30-10 a.m.

**BumbleBee Bells**
Handbells are a fun introduction to reading music and will introduce skills useful in later music learning.  
**Ages 3 years**  
76721 Jan. 17-Feb. 7, Weds. 10-10:30 a.m.  
**Ages 4-5 years**  
76722 Jan. 19-Feb. 9, Fri. 9-9:30 a.m.

**PrePiano Pandas**
Children learn beginning piano techniques – L/R hands, eye-hand coordination, piano fingering, music alphabet, keyboard geography, notes & rhythm.  
**Ages 3 years**  
76723 Jan. 19-Feb. 9, Fri. 9:30-10 a.m.  
**Ages 4-5 years**  
76086 Jan. 19-Feb. 9. Fri. 10-10:30 a.m.